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Abstract 13 

Contaminated sites pose a significant threat to groundwater resources. The resources that can be 14 

allocated by water regulators for site investigation and cleanup are limited compared to the large 15 

number of contaminated sites. Numerical transport models of individual sites require large amounts of 16 

data and are labor intensive to set up, and thus they are likely to be too expensive to be useful in the 17 

management of thousands of contaminated sites. Therefore, simple tools based on analytical solutions 18 

of contaminant transport models are widely used to assess (at an early stage) whether a site might pose 19 

a threat to groundwater. We present a tool consisting of five different models, representing common 20 

geological settings, contaminant pathways, and transport processes. The tool employs a simplified 21 

approach for preliminary, conservative, fast and inexpensive estimation of the contamination levels of 22 

aquifers. This is useful for risk assessment applications or to select and prioritize the sites, which 23 

should be targeted for further investigation. The tool is based on steady-state semi-analytical models 24 

simulating different contaminant transport scenarios from the source to downstream groundwater, and 25 

includes both unsaturated and saturated transport processes. The models combine existing analytical 26 

solutions from the literature for vertical (from the source to the top of the aquifer) and horizontal 27 

(within the aquifer) transport. The effect of net recharge causing a downward migration and an increase 28 

of vertical dispersion and dilution of the plume is also considered. Finally, we illustrate the application 29 

of the tool for a preliminary assessment of two contaminated sites in Denmark and compare the model 30 

results with field data. The comparison shows that a first preliminary assessment with conservative, and 31 

often non-site specific parameter selection, is qualitatively consistent with broad trends in observations 32 

and provides a conservative estimate of contamination. 33 

 34 

Keywords: Contaminant fate and transport; Risk assessment; Contaminant mass discharge; Analytical 35 

models; Groundwater pollution 36 

 37 

1. Introduction 38 

 39 

Approximately 2.5 million potential contaminated sites are estimated to be present in the EU, and 40 

342,000 of those have already been identified (European Environment Agency, 2015). In Denmark, 41 
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more than 35,000 contaminated sites are now registered, and this number has been steadily increasing 42 

over the last decade (Danske Regioner, 2017). Contaminated sites pose a threat to groundwater bodies, 43 

surface water ecosystems, drinking water supplies, soils, and human health. Remediation and 44 

investigation costs are generally high, and efforts must be made to prioritize sites and allocate funding 45 

for remediation according to the evaluation of potential hazards and the assessment of associated risks. 46 

Yet, risk assessment efforts are expensive, time and resource consuming, when considering the large 47 

number of sites at the regional or national scales. Therefore, simple and inexpensive tools for assessing 48 

the potential risk of contaminated sites to water bodies are essential (Bardos et al, 2016; Harclerode et 49 

al., 2016). 50 
 51 

Overall, there is a need to provide fast evaluations that go beyond subjective risk assessment. For this 52 

purpose, it is very valuable to have simple analytical models that can be used for preliminary estimation 53 

of the contamination levels in aquifers threatened by contaminated sites. Most of the simple models in 54 

the literature employ the Advection Dispersion Equation incorporating a term for first order 55 

degradation (ADE1). These can be found in classic hydrogeology textbooks and early compilation 56 

works, such as those of Hunt (1978), assuming horizontal flow (in 3D) and steady state transport 57 

conditions. Wexler (1992) later compiled the analytical solutions available at that time, and presented 58 

additional analytical solutions (in 1D, 2D and 3D) of the ADE1 for finite, semi-finite, or infinite 59 

aquifers, constant or time-dependent sources (either uniform or spatially distributed), and accounting 60 

for a number of boundary conditions.  61 

 62 

In recent years, more involved solutions have been presented dealing with horizontal flow: Srinivasan 63 

and Clement (2008a; 2008b) provided solutions for sequential coupled one-dimensional transport 64 

considering time-dependent input point sources; Simpson and Ellery (2014) extended this work to 65 

provide the solution in terms of series expansions. Sun et al. (1999a; 1999b) provided steady-state 66 

solutions in 3D for complex reactive systems with sequential reactions taking place either in series or in 67 

parallel for constant input. Extensions of this work to 1D, 2D and 3D transient transport, with constant 68 

or pulse input point sources were provided by Bauer et al. (2001) and Sudicky et al. (2013). Paladino et 69 

al. (2018) provide solutions for 3D transport from plane sources with both contaminant concentrations 70 

and mass discharge inputs with an exponential decay. 71 

 72 

For vertical flow, Chambon et al. (2011) and Troldborg et al. (2009) presented analytical solutions of 73 

the ADE1 for simulating contaminant transport in fractured clay tills and unsaturated zones, 74 

respectively. The former work is 1D and includes solutions for both constant and pulse plane sources, 75 

while the latter provides 3D solutions. 76 

 77 

Analytical solutions of solute transport are useful for risk evaluations and management of water 78 

resources. They provide easy-to-use and fast evaluations, allowing efficient estimation of risk under 79 

different conditions (Zarlenga et al., 2016; Troldborg et al., 2009). Existing risk assessment tools 80 

generally employ simplified homogeneous models and analytical or semi-analytical solutions. Table 1 81 

includes a description of the main features of a variety of existing risk assessment tools. RISC5 was 82 

developed for conventional forward and backward risk calculations and it is based on analytical 83 



 

solutions of the ADE1 based on superposition. BIOCHLOR and REMChlor are tools developed by the 84 

US Environmental Protection Agency and designed for assessing the fate and transport of chlorinated 85 

solvents in aquifers for a constant source, and steady-state transport. ConSim, BioBalance, 86 

CoronaScreen and ROME are also based on analytical solutions to compute concentrations in aquifers 87 

including vertical and horizontal transport, either in 2D or 3D. PLUME (Wagner, 1985) simulates 88 

transport in aquifers based on 3D analytical solutions of the horizontal flow ADE1. The assessment of 89 

risk for real sites can require calculations accounting for the actual geological heterogeneity, and 90 

uncertainty in inputs and parameters. In these cases, the calculations can be done at different levels, 91 

with a first assessment employing simple analytical approaches (de Barros et al., 2011). 92 

 93 

Table 1. Examples of existing risk assessment models incorporating analytical solutions to simulate contaminant concentrations in 94 
soils and groundwater downstream a contaminant source.   95 

 Input source type: 

Steady-state (S); 

transient (T) 

Transport: 

Vertical (V); 

Horizontal (H) 

Dimensionality of 

the horizontal 

transport model 

Degradation 

RISC5 (Risk 5, 2011) S; T V; H 3D first order 

BIOCHLOR (Aziz et al., 2000) S H 

 

3D first order, sequential 

REMChlor (Falta et al., 2007) S; T H 3D first order, sequential 

ConSim (Davison and Hall, 2003) S; T V; H 2D first order 

BioBalance (Kamath et al., 2006) S; T V; H 3D first order 

CoronaScreen (Thornton et al, 2017; 

Wilson et al, 2017) 
S; T H 3D first order 

ROME (ANPA, 2002) S V; H 3D first order 

PLUME (Wagner, 1985) S; T H 3D first order 

 96 

Leaching into the underlying aquifer is governed by the actual geological setting, pathways, 97 

contaminant properties and fate and transport processes. It is crucial that the applied transport models 98 

for risk assessment cover a broad range of conceptual models in a systematic way. None of the 99 

tools/solutions presented in Table 1 can be applied to significantly different geological conditions and 100 

are often restricted in the types of contaminants that can be considered. In particular, they do not 101 

combine different vertical and horizontal transport models and the processes of advection, dispersion, 102 

air diffusion, degradation and sequential degradation. These combinations are generally relevant to 103 

simulate concentrations in aquifers downstream of contaminant sources.  104 

 105 

In this work, we focus on the preliminary assessment of potential aquifer pollution from contaminated 106 

sites. A common approach to aquifer risk assessment considers a groundwater body to be contaminated 107 

if the simulated pollutant concentrations at a predefined control Point of Compliance (POC), located 108 

downstream the site, exceeds a quality criteria (typically a given threshold for human health). The risk 109 

can be assessed for concentration thresholds, as is common practice in many countries (Bardos et al., 110 

2002; Miljøstyrelsen, 2016). This is different from approaches where the risk assessment includes a 111 



 

calculation in terms of probability (e.g., cancer, see Andricevic and Cvetkovic 1996; Lemming et al., 112 

2010).  113 

 114 

Contaminant mass discharge has also been accepted as an alternative to point-value concentration-115 

based risk assessment (Cremeans et al., 2018; Schwede and Cirpka, 2010; Basu et al., 2006), because 116 

mass discharge provides an integrated assessment of the impact of contamination on water resources. 117 

Contaminant mass discharge is also useful for comparing risks from different sites, or prioritization of 118 

risk at the catchment scale (Troldborg et al., 2008).  119 

 120 

In this paper we present a new tool for risk assessment applications and management of groundwater 121 

pollution from contaminated sites. The new tool starts with a process of conceptualization, defining a 122 

number of models that can be considered representative of the majority of contaminated sites, including 123 

common types of geologies, and contaminant transport and fate processes. The models proposed 124 

combine different conceptualizations of source characteristics. All the models employ plane sources 125 

with both contaminant concentration and mass discharge inputs. Vertical downward transport through 126 

the unsaturated/saturated zone (from a source located at the surface to the top of the underlying aquifer) 127 

is coupled to horizontal (3D) transport in the aquifer under the influence of natural recharge (causing a 128 

downward migration, enhancing plume dispersion). The models presented in this study are intended to 129 

be used in a regulatory context and aim at providing a first conservative and early stage assessment 130 

based on generally sparse data. Therefore, closed-form analytical (or semi-analytical) steady-state 131 

solutions are preferred. These are simple to use, easy to implement, computationally fast, and require 132 

both minimal amounts of data and limited software knowledge.  133 

 134 

An important consideration is uncertainty, as shown in the literature on stochastic modeling (e.g., 135 

Ciriello et al., 2017; Zarlenga et al., 2017; Fernandez-Garcia et al., 2012). This literature shows that 136 

uncertainty is important when evaluating the probability of system failure for a given site, improving 137 

risk assessment, with significant economic and social implications. Here, however, we do not use 138 

stochastic models. Instead, we use conservative assumptions and simplifications of a real system when 139 

treating uncertainty and when selecting model structure. In this way, the tool can provide a conservative 140 

point-value concentration at the POC or contaminant mass discharge at a control plane. This 141 

preliminary assessment would typically need to be extended to more detailed analyses for sites that are 142 

considered more critical, and would require more resources. However, such an extended analysis is 143 

beyond the scope of this paper. 144 

 145 

Finally, the tool presented here is applied to two contaminated sites in Denmark in order to show the 146 

model applicability. Here, we demonstrate in a simple way how uncertainty in the conceptualization 147 

(source location) can be addressed. Results from the simulations are compared with groundwater 148 

concentration data. The objective of the comparison is only to illustrate and discuss whether a first and 149 

conservative parameter selection would actually produce a conservative estimation of aquifer pollution 150 

useful for first screening/assessment purposes.  151 

 152 



 

2. Methods 153 

 154 

2.1 The contaminant fate and transport modelling tool 155 
 156 

Being a tool for risk assessment applications, screening purposes and preliminary and fast evaluations, 157 

the idea is to simplify the huge wide picture of geological types, source distribution, flow direction, etc. 158 

into a minimum number of models. These models should be able to simulate the most relevant 159 

processes combining different conceptualizations of source characteristics, vertical downward transport 160 

through the unsaturated/saturated zone towards the top of the aquifer, and horizontal transport in the 161 

aquifer. Five models were found to be sufficient to simulate most situations.  162 

 163 

The five models selected were developed by combining (and slightly modifying) published analytical 164 

solutions, and particularly, by coupling solutions of vertical transport (from a source to the top of the 165 

underlying aquifer) and horizontal transport (within an aquifer). The 3D horizontal transport solutions 166 

are modified to account for the effect of groundwater recharge that causes a downward migration and 167 

an increase of vertical dispersion and dilution of the plume as it is transported downstream in the 168 

aquifer.  169 

 170 

2.2 Conceptualization   171 
 172 

All the models considered have a number of common features: they incorporate analytical and semi-173 

analytical steady-state solutions to compute aqueous phase concentrations from a planar source to a 174 

downstream point of compliance in an aquifer. The five selected models include the most common 175 

contaminant transport mechanisms and processes at contaminated sites: advection, dispersion, 176 

degradation, sequential degradation and air diffusion. Sorption processes are not included as they do 177 

not affect steady-state solutions of the advection-dispersion equation when degradation is assumed to 178 

occur only in the aqueous phase.  179 

 180 

The following assumptions apply:  181 

 182 

- Homogenous conditions. All soil/aquifer parameters (e.g. water content, porosity, dispersivity, 183 

etc.) and contaminant properties/parameters (e.g. diffusion coefficients, dimensionless Henry’s 184 

law constants, degradation rates, etc.) are constant in space and time.  185 

- Advection only occurs in the aqueous phase with a constant velocity and has either a vertical or 186 

a horizontal flow direction.  187 

- Degradation is described by first order kinetics and only occurs in the aqueous phase.  188 

- The concentration and the contaminant mass discharge describing the contaminant source are 189 

constant over time.  190 

- The models simulate only contaminants in the aqueous and gas phases. However, they can also 191 

be used for a first assessment of non-aqueous phase liquid transport as shown in the result 192 

section. 193 

 194 



 

These assumptions/limitations are reasonable since the models are meant for risk assessment 195 

applications which require simple conceptual models and must be designed to require little data. 196 

Further assumptions are specified for some of the models.  197 

 198 

Steady-state solutions were chosen, because contaminant source concentration and mass discharge over 199 

time are not well known at most contaminated sites, making it hard to justify the need for time-200 

dependent approaches. Furthermore, many contaminant sources are old and have been actively 201 

discharging contaminants for decades, meaning that the concentrations in aquifers up to few hundred 202 

meters downstream are likely to have reached quasi steady-state concentrations. Steady-state models 203 

can significantly overestimate concentrations of highly sorbing compounds like heavy metals that are 204 

not likely to reach steady-state concentrations at a point of compliance downstream in the aquifer 205 

because of the slow transport time compared to the release time from the source.  206 

 207 

The tool can be used to provide first estimates of concentrations at a point of compliance using a 208 

conservative approach. If the concentration values simulated at the POC are lower than the target 209 

(predefined) values, then the site is likely to pose no risk. Otherwise, more detailed site assessment 210 

might be required, including for example, source characterization and the development of a full 211 

transient model, historical information with detailed geology, and accounting for uncertainty. For 212 

screening purposes, the parameters should be selected to provide the maximum potential values. This 213 

means that when a range of realistic values is available for a given parameter, the screening should use 214 

the value that provides the largest concentration values, e.g., the smallest dispersity, or the smallest 215 

degradation rate. However, this can be difficult because some parameters are inversely correlated. For 216 

example, high groundwater velocities enhance dilution and spreading, but result in small degradation 217 

due to short travel times. 218 

 219 

2.3 The conceptual frame models  220 
 221 

This section presents the five contaminant transport models (Models I to V). Models I-IV consist of 222 

coupled vertical and horizontal transport models, and Model V considers only horizontal transport in an 223 

aquifer. Figure 1 to Figure 5 show conceptual sketches of the 5 models. Model I describes transport 224 

from contaminant sources located in a homogeneous aquitard overlying an aquifer. Model II idealizes 225 

sources located in fractured saturated aquitards overlying an aquifer. Model III deals with contaminant 226 

sources with volatile compounds located in an unsaturated zone overlying an unconfined aquifer. 227 

Model IV represents sources with volatile compounds in an unsaturated zone located under an 228 

impervious area that inhibits infiltration, so that only vapor phase diffusion occurs in the unsaturated 229 

zone (no advection in water). Model V considers contaminant sources in direct contact with the 230 

groundwater. Table 2 provides a summary of the five models and their main characteristics. 231 

 232 

The models include a user specified rectangular source area of length Lx and width Ly (except for 233 

Model IV that has a circular area of radius R1) with a uniform distributed concentration C0 (in Model V 234 

C0= C1) and water infiltration rate I (except for Model IV where I=0). The source water infiltration rate 235 

I can be different from the recharge over the aquifer IR. Thereby, a contaminant mass discharge input 236 



 

can be estimated at the source. At the POC both the contaminant concentration and the contaminant 237 

mass discharge (over a control plane) can be calculated, which can be used for assessing the actual risk 238 

at the site.   239 

 240 

 241 
Figure 1. Model I. Vertical contaminant transport from a source located in a homogeneous saturated clay, downward to the top of 242 
the aquifer and then horizontal transport in the aquifer. 243 

 244 
Figure 2. Model II. Contaminant transport from a source located in a fractured saturated clay, downward to the top of the 245 
aquifer and then horizontal transport in the aquifer. 246 
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 247 
Figure 3. Model III. Contaminant transport from a source located in the unsaturated zone, downward to the top of the unconfined 248 
aquifer and then horizontal transport in the aquifer.  249 

 250 
Figure 4. Model IV. Contaminant gas phase transport from a source located in an unsaturated zone below an impervious area 251 
(without downward water advection), to the top of the underlying aquifer and then horizontal transport in the aquifer.  252 
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 253 
Figure 5. Model V. Horizontal contaminant transport from a source located at the top of the aquifer.  254 
 255 

Table 2. Summary of the 5 steady-state contaminant transport models.  256 
  Geology type Vertical transport Horizontal transport 

Model I Homogeneous 

saturated aquitard 

overlying an aquifer 

1D aqueous phase 

transport including 

advection, dispersion, 

degradation and 

sequential degradation.  

2D and 3D aqueous phase transport 

including advection, dispersion, degradation 

and sequential degradation. The 

contaminant mass discharge to the aquifer is 

uniform over a rectangular source area. 

Model II Fractured saturated 

clay overlying an 

aquifer 

1D aqueous phase 

transport including 

advection, dispersion, 

degradation and 

sequential degradation. 

2D and 3D aqueous phase transport 

including advection, dispersion, degradation 

and sequential degradation. The 

contaminant mass discharge to the aquifer is 

uniform over a rectangular source area. 

Model III Unsaturated zone 

overlying an 

unconfined aquifer 

3D aqueous phase 

transport including 

advection, dispersion, air 

diffusion, and degradation 

(no sequential 

degradation).  

2D and 3D aqueous phase transport 

including advection, dispersion, degradation 

and sequential degradation. The 

contaminant mass discharge to the aquifer is 

spatially distributed over the top of the 

aquifer. 

Model IV Unsaturated zone 

under an impervious 

area with zero 

infiltration overlying 

an unconfined aquifer 

1D aqueous phase 

transport including 

dispersion, air diffusion, 

and degradation (no 

sequential degradation).  

2D and 3D aqueous phase transport 

including advection, dispersion, degradation 

and sequential degradation. The 

contaminant mass discharge to the aquifer is 

spatially distributed over the top of the 

aquifer. 

Model V Direct input from the 

source to the 

groundwater aquifer 

None 2D and 3D aqueous phase transport 

including advection, dispersion and 

sequential first order degradation. The 

contaminant mass discharge to the aquifer is 

uniform over a rectangular source area. 

 257 

In the following, we present the model input parameters; the horizontal and vertical transport models 258 

and the coupling between them; and the sequential degradation model. 259 

 260 
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2.4 Model input parameters 261 

 262 

Table 3 shows all the model parameters for Model I to V. The input parameters and variables in the 263 

table are divided into three categories: Global parameters applicable to both the vertical and the 264 

horizontal transport model, Vertical model parameters, and Horizontal model parameters.  265 

  266 



 

Table 3. Model input parameters. 267 

 Parameter Description Model 

I II III IV V 

G
lo

b
al

 p
ar

am
et

er
s 

Yi [-] 

Stoichiometric ratio of the ith compound of 

the degradation chain = molar 

massi+1/molar massi. (Y1=1) 

x x x x x 

I [L/T] Infiltration at the source x x x  x 

Lx [L] Source length x x x  x 

Ly [L] Source width x x x  x 

R1 [L] Radius of the source    x  

C0 i [M/L3] 
Aqueous phase concentration at the source 

of the ith compound 
x x 

x x 
x* 

V
er

ti
ca

l 
m

o
d
el

  

k_v i [T-1] 
First order degradation rate of the ith 

compound 
x x x 

x  

n_v [-] Porosity x x x x  

αL_v [L] Longitudinal dispersivity (z direction) x  x   

Z_v [L] 
Distance between the source and the top of 

the aquifer 
x x x 

  

Dw_v [L2/T] Free diffusion coefficient in water x x    

2B_v [L] Fracture spacing   x    

2b_v [L] Fracture aperture  x    

Kb_v [L/T] Bulk hydraulic conductivity  x    

θw_v [-] Water content   x x  

αT_v [L] Transversal dispersivity   x   

Da_v i [L2/T] 
Free diffusion coefficient in air of the ith 

compound 
 

 
x 

x  

KH i [-] 
Dimensionless Henry’s law constant of the 

ith compound 
 

 
x 

x  

R2 [L] 

Radial distance from the center of the 

source at which the concentrations are 

expected to be zero (for non-degradable 

compounds only) 

 

 

 

x  

Bf [L] Thickness of the capillary fringe    x  

H
o

ri
zo

n
ta

l 
m

o
d
el

 

B [L] Thickness of the aquifer x x x x x 

u [L/T] Groundwater velocity x x x x x 

ki [T-1] First order degradation rate x x x x x 

n [-] Porosity x x x x x 

αL, αT, αV [L] 
Longitudinal (x), transverse (y) and 

vertical (z) dispersivity  
x x x x x 

IR [L/T] Recharge over the aquifer x x x** x** x 



 

* in Model V: C1= C0 268 

** in Model III: IR=I; in Model IV: I=IR=0 269 

 270 

2.5 Horizontal transport models 271 

 272 

Horizontal transport in the aquifer is calculated both in 2D and 3D. The 3D solution was developed for 273 

semi-infinite aquifers (there is no bottom of the aquifer) and determines the vertical (the z model 274 

direction) distribution of concentrations in the aquifer, including the effect of recharge over the aquifer 275 

that causes a downward migration and an increase of vertical dispersion and dilution of the plume as it 276 

is transported downstream in the aquifer. The inclusion of recharge results in a sinking of the plume, so 277 

that the maximum concentration does not always occur at the top of the aquifer, which would be 278 

unrealistic. The 2D model was developed for the case of ‘thin’ aquifers where the bottom boundary of 279 

the aquifer physically limits vertical transport processes. It is not easy to define when the aquifer is 280 

‘thin’; therefore both models are applied and the solution providing the most conservative (highest) 281 

concentration should be used.  282 

 283 

An alternative could have been to use the 3D analytical solution with an impermeable boundary at the 284 

bottom of the aquifer located at z=-B. Such solutions are presented by Fischer (1979) and Wexler 285 

(1992). However, these solutions do not include recharge over the aquifer and so were not employed 286 

here. 287 

 288 

The 3D advection-dispersion equation for horizontal transport with a uniform velocity u in the x-289 

direction is: 290 

 291 
2 2 2

2 2 2
0x y z

c c c c c
R u D D D kc

t x x y z

    
     

    
 (1) 

 292 

where R is the retardation factor [-]; c is the aqueous phase concentration [M/L3]; u is the velocity in the 293 

x direction [L/T]; Dx, Dy and Dz are the directional hydrodynamic dispersion coefficients [L2/T]; and k 294 

is the first order degradation rate [T-1]. The boundary conditions are zero concentration c(x,y,z=∞)=0 295 

and zero gradients ∇c=0 at an infinite distance from the point source. 296 

 297 

The steady state solution to equation (1) for a point source was provided by Wexler (1992) (his 298 

equation 105 with ). See also Hunt (1978) (equation 12) and the USEPA software Plume3D 299 

(Wagner et al., 1985). With a contaminant source area at the top of the aquifer of300 

0 ,
2 2

y y

x y c x c

L L
L L X L Y

 
      
 

 at z=0 with concentration C1 and infiltration rate I, the point 301 

source solution can be integrated over the area LxLy to obtain: 302 
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In Eq. (2) C1 is the concentration at the top of the aquifer; Xc, Yc are the spatial coordinates of the 305 

contaminant point source [L]; Eq. (2) is only valid for γ>0. The solution can determine concentrations 306 

in the aquifer higher than those at source at small travel distances, because the point source is specified 307 

as mass discharge. Such concentrations are physically impossible, and so for c > C1 the simulated 308 

concentration can be reset to c = C1.  309 

 310 

We include the effect of a homogeneous and constant (in time) recharge IR over the top of the aquifer. 311 

The solution with recharge is obtained using the method of images (Fischer et al., 1979) assuming that 312 

aquifer recharge IR [L/T] occurs only downstream of the source area. The assumption that the plume in 313 

the aquifer moves downward only downstream of the source is reasonable for contaminant sources that 314 

are small compared to the transport distances, but underestimates the vertical spreading of the plume 315 

for large sources, e.g. landfills. The method of images solution including the effect of groundwater 316 

recharge for a source located at the top of the aquifer is: 317 

 318 
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In Eq. (3) c(x,y,z) is the concentration obtained from Eq. (3). Eq. (2) shows that the plume sinks with 320 

constant downward velocity acting from x distances greater than the downstream edge of the source 321 

(note that Model III and IV have a different coordinate system and x-Lx should be replaced by x-Lx/2).  322 

Eq. (3) shows that the final concentration is found by shifting the source by -zI and adding an image 323 

source at zI to simulate the top boundary condition. Since the solution is obtained by the method of 324 

images, it sets the boundary gradient to be dc/dz=0 at the top of the aquifer. The solution determines 325 

the correct contaminant mass balance, and when the plume has migrated away from the top boundary, 326 

the solution is exact. For contaminant plumes located near the top of the aquifer, the solution is only 327 

approximate, because the boundary condition dc/dz=0 only sets the dispersive flux at the boundary to 328 

be zero and neglects vertical advective downward transport at the boundary. The approximate solution 329 

was compared with a numerical model in Miljøstyrelsen (2016b) and was shown to be a reasonable 330 

approximation. The resulting concentrations in the aquifer are a little higher than those with a more 331 



 

appropriate zero total flux (dispersive and advective) at the boundary, but this is reasonable for risk 332 

assessment purposes.  333 

In the case of no recharge, the image theory implies that concentrations in the half domain (the aquifer) 334 

are obtained by multiplying Eq. (2) by a factor of 2 (Fischer et al., 1979).  335 

The 3D model can be used to compute mean concentrations over a well screen. This is done by 336 

averaging the simulated concentrations at discrete points along a specified well screen length. 337 

Typically, well screens are vertical (aligned with z direction) and have a length of few meters. 338 

 339 

2D solutions can be used to simulate the horizontal transport of contaminants from sources in relatively 340 

thin aquifers, where the solute is generally well mixed throughout the thickness of the aquifer and 341 

vertical concentration gradients are negligible. Wexler et al. (1992) and Hunt (1978) provided a 2D 342 

steady-state semi-analytical solution for a point source located in a thin aquifer with uniform 343 

concentrations assumed in the z direction. In this case the boundary conditions applied are zero 344 

concentration c(x,y,z=∞)=0 and zero gradients ∇z=0  at infinite distance from the point source. The 345 

point source analytical solution can be integrated over the source area to obtain: 346 
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In Eq. (4) B is the thickness of the aquifer [L] and K0 is the modified Bessel function of second kind 349 

and zero order. Similar to Eq. (2) Eq. (4) is only valid for γ>0 and concentrations in the aquifer higher 350 

than those at the source can be obtained. 351 

 352 

Eq. (2) and (4) are employed for Model I, II and V. Model III and IV have a non-homogeneous spatially 353 

distributed mass discharge per unit area [M/T/L2] at the top of the aquifer J(Xc,Yc). Therefore, 354 

integration intervals are set at infinity, both in the 3D eq. (5) and the 2D eq. (6) solutions.  355 
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 357 

The mass discharge per unit area J(Xc,Yc) of Model III is given by the product of the infiltration rate I 358 

with the spatially distributed concentration at the top of the aquifer C1(Xc,Yc) (output of the vertical 359 



 

model); whereas, the mass discharge of Model IV is computed using Fick’s Law assuming that there is 360 

water diffusion through the capillary fringe: 361 
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In Eq. (7) C1(r) is the concentration at the top of the aquifer that is the output of the vertical model 362 

[M/L3]; De
w is the effective diffusion coefficient in water [L2/T] and Bf is the thickness of the capillary 363 

fringe and r is the radial distance from the centre of the source (the vertical model is in polar 364 

coordinates). 365 

 366 

The integrals can be solved numerically over finite integration intervals. An integration interval from –367 

10 max(Lx,Ly) to 10 max(Lx,Ly) for Model III and from -150R1 to 150R1 (R1 is the source radius) were 368 

found to be sufficient (Miljøstyrelsen, 2017) for most unsaturated zone thicknesses and air diffusion 369 

coefficients.  370 

 371 

In Model III the infiltration at the source area I and the recharge over the aquifer IR must be equal since 372 

the vertical model assumes a spatially uniform vertical velocity in the unsaturated zone. Model IV 373 

assumes no infiltration (I=IR=0). 374 

 375 

2.6 Vertical transport models 376 

 377 

2.6.1 Model I. Vertical transport model within a saturated aquitard 378 
 379 

Model I assumes that the aquitard is saturated (Figure 1) and so there is no air transport. The most 380 

significant transport processes within a homogeneous saturated aquitard are advection, diffusion and 381 

mechanical dispersion in the aqueous phase, and degradation. The aquitard can be saturated due to 382 

capillary rise in the low permeability material or because the piezometric head is above the source. The 383 

transport equation for Model I is similar to eq. (1) where only the vertical z direction is considered. 384 

The 1D steady-state solution (van Genuchten et al., 1982) is shown in Eq. (8). This solution was found 385 

by applying the boundary conditions of fixed concentration at the source c(0)=Co and zero gradient at 386 

infinite distance from the source ∂c/∂z(∞)=0. The 1D solution provides similar results to a 3D solution 387 

in fully saturated conditions because dispersion processes in saturated vertical transport are negligible 388 

over short distances (Troldborg et al., 2008).  389 
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In Eq. (8) Dw
e is the effective diffusion coefficient in water [L2/T]; c is the aqueous phase concentration 391 

[M/L3]; v is the velocity in the z direction [L/T]; Dz is the hydrodynamic dispersion in water [L2/T]; k is 392 

the first order degradation rate [T-1] and αL is the longitudinal dispersivity in water. 393 

 394 

2.6.2 Model II. Vertical transport model within a saturated fractured clay 395 

 396 

The vertical transport model of Model II simulates the downward vertical contaminant transport in a 397 

saturated fractured aquitard from the source to the top of the underlying aquifer. The contaminant 398 

transport is controlled by advection in the fractures and diffusion in the matrix (Chambon et al., 2011).  399 

The contaminant flux from the source is transported through vertical (equally distanced) parallel 400 

fractures separated by a distance 2B and with fracture thickness (aperture) of 2b.  401 

 402 

Several different mathematical models describing the contaminant transport in fractured clayey tills are 403 

described by Chambon et al. (2011). Model II employs the model with a constant source concentration. 404 

The mathematical model is based on the following assumptions (in addition to those already mentioned 405 

in Section 2.2): mass transport along the fracture is one-dimensional; dispersion along the fracture is 406 

neglected; advection in the porous matrix is neglected; transport in the matrix is perpendicular to the 407 

fracture. This approximation is reasonable if the hydraulic conductivity of the matrix is low compared 408 

to the hydraulic conductivity of fractures. 409 

 410 

Applying a boundary condition of zero concentration at infinite distance from the source Cf(∞,t)=0, the 411 

steady-state solution becomes (Chambon et al., 2011): 412 
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In Eq. (9) z is the distance from the source [L]; vf is the water velocity in the z direction of the fracture 414 

[L/T]; Dm is the effective diffusion coefficient in the water in the matrix [L2/T]; Dw is the free diffusion 415 

coefficient in water [L2/T]; n is the matrix porosity [-]; τ the matrix tortuosity [-]; and b is the half 416 

aperture of the fracture [L]. The effective diffusion coefficient was calculated according to Bear (1972) 417 

and tortuosity can be assumed equal to the matrix porosity n as a first approximation (Parker et al., 418 

1994). 419 

 420 

The water velocity in the fractures vf is calculated using the cubic law (Snow, 1969); see Eq. (10). 421 

Assuming that the hydraulic conductivity for the clay matrix is very low (generally < 10-9 m/s, 422 

Jørgensen et al., 2002), the average fracture aperture 2b can be calculated from the bulk hydraulic 423 

conductivity Kb and the spacing between two vertical fractures 2B (Mckay et al. 1993). Eq. (10) is a 424 

system of 3 equations with 5 parameters (Kb, 2b, 2B, I and i); therefore, only 3 must be defined in order 425 

to ensure physical consistency between the 5 parameters (Chambon et al., 2011): 426 

 427 
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In Eq. (10) ρ is the density of water [M/L3]; g is the gravitational acceleration [L/T2]; μ is the kinematic 429 

viscosity of water; i is the hydraulic gradient and Kb is the bulk hydraulic conductivity [L/T]. It is 430 

recommended to specify the infiltration rate at the source I; the spacing between the fractures 2B; and 431 

either the bulk hydraulic conductivity Kb or the fracture aperture 2b. 432 

 433 

There are some limitations to the vertical fractured model (Chambon et al., 2011): (1) the tool is not 434 

suitable for highly fractured media, with small average fracture spacing (2B < 1-1.5 m) (an equivalent 435 

porous media model, such as Model I, can be used for fracture spacing of less than 0.40 m); (2) the 436 

validity of the single fracture assumption is controlled by the diffusion time from the fracture to the 437 

middle of the porous matrix, which can be characterized by RmB2/Dm (Rm= retardation factor on the 438 

matrix; B= half spacing between fractures; Dm= effective diffusion coefficient in water in the matrix). If 439 

this diffusion time is large compared to the leaching time considered (the ratio between the vertical 440 

transport distance and the velocity in the fracture), the assumption of single fracture is reasonable 441 

(otherwise, an equivalent porous media model such as Model I can be used); (3) diffusion is assumed to 442 

be the dominant process in the porous matrix, so the model is applicable to low-permeability deposits 443 

only (such as clayey tills); (4) some studies show that degradation occurs preferentially in and around 444 

high permeability zones especially when the transport of bacteria, reactants or nutrients is limited by 445 

diffusion (Hønning et al., 2007; Scheutz et al., 2010) and/or by pore size exclusion (Lima et al., 2007). 446 

In such case the attenuation due to degradation can be overestimated by Model II since it assumes 447 

degradation both in the fractures and in the matrix. 448 

2.6.3 Model III. Vertical transport model in the unsaturated zone 449 
 450 

Model III simulates vertical transport in the unsaturated zone below the source. The model was 451 

presented by Troldborg et al. (2009) and includes the processes of advection and dispersion in the 452 

aqueous phase, diffusion in the air phase and degradation. Studies have shown that diffusion in the air 453 

phase is a dominant transport process in the unsaturated zone, particularly for volatile compounds 454 

(Christophersen et al., 2005). Both field data and model results show that the risk of groundwater 455 

contamination from volatile compounds is limited in areas in contact with the atmosphere due to 456 

diffusive transport (Lahvis et al., 2004; Grathwohl et al., 2002). 457 

By coupling the transport equations for water and air and employing the phase partitioning expression 458 

Ca=KH∙Cw, the transport equation Eq. (11) is obtained (Troldborg at al., 2009). 459 
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 460 

where R is the retardation factor [-]; Cw is the aqueous phase concentration [M/L3]; KH is the 461 

dimensionless Henry’s law constant [-]; θa is the air content [-] and Dw and Da are dispersion tensors in 462 

water and air [L2/T]. 463 

 464 

The 3D steady-state solution of Model III with boundary and initial conditions describing a source of 465 

concentration C0  perpendicular to the flow direction (Cw(x,y,z=0,t)=C0  at -Lx/2<x<Lx/2 and -466 

Ly/2<y<Ly/2; Cw(x,y, z=0,t)=0 otherwise) is (Troldborg et al., 2009):  467 
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 468 

In Eq. (12) v is the pore water velocity in the z direction [L/T]; Da
e and Dw

e are the effective diffusion 469 

coefficients in air and water [L2/T] and Da is the free diffusion coefficient in air [L2/T]. 470 

 471 

2.6.4 Model IV. Vertical transport model in the unsaturated zone without infiltration 472 

 473 

In Model IV, the main transport process is the air diffusion in the horizontal direction of the unsaturated 474 

zone. Eq. (13) (Troldborg et al., 2009) shows the transport equation for volatile and reactive 475 

contaminants formulated in radial coordinates when there is zero water advection. 476 
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 477 

where R is the retardation factor [-]; Cw is the aqueous phase concentration [M/L3]; θa is the air content 478 

[-]; t is the time; Dw
e and Da

e  are the effective dispersion coefficient in water and air [L2/T] 479 

respectively and r is the radial distance from the center of the source [L]. 480 

 481 

With the boundary conditions Cw(0<r<R1)=C0 (R1 is the source radius) and Cw(r→∞)=0, the steady-state 482 

solution for degradable compounds was given by Spiegel (1968): 483 
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 484 

In Eq.(14)  K0 is the modified Bessel function of second kind and order 0 and R1 is the source radius 485 

[L]. 486 

 487 

Similarly the steady-state solution for non-degradable compounds was given by Luikov and Hartnett 488 

(1968): 489 
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 491 

where R2 is the radial distance at which the concentration is set to zero. This distance can be physically 492 

interpreted as the distance at which the terrain surface is no longer covered by an impervious area and 493 

therefore air diffusion to the atmosphere occurs. 494 

 495 

2.7 Coupling between the vertical and horizontal transport models 496 
 497 

The vertical and horizontal transport models are coupled in a similar way for Model I, II, III and IV (see 498 

Figures 1 to 4; Model V does not have a vertical model embedded). The different vertical transport 499 

models compute the concentration at the top of the aquifer C1 (at a vertical distance Zv from the source) 500 

that is used to compute the spatially distributed mass discharge input to the horizontal models.  501 

 502 

In Model I and II, C1 is assumed to be uniformly distributed over the source area LxLy. This is 503 

reasonable because lateral dispersion processes are small in aquitards and fractured clays. Moreover, 504 

the diffusive flux from the clay interface at the bottom of the aquitard into the aquifer is small and so it 505 

is not considered. In Model II, the assumption of fully mixed conditions at the bottom of the fractures 506 

might result in a small (but acceptable) underestimation of the contaminant concentration at a point of 507 

compliance in the aquifer (Miljøstyrelsen, 2017). The uniformly distributed mass discharge for the 508 



 

horizontal model is obtained by integrating over the source area LxLy the product of the concentration 509 

C1 and the water infiltration rate I as shown in Eq. (2) and Eq. (4).  510 

 511 

In Model III and IV, C1(x,y) is spatially distributed over the top of the aquifer because gas transport 512 

contributes to significant lateral dispersion. The spatially distributed mass discharge to the aquifer in 513 

Model III is obtained by integrating over the top of the aquifer the product of the concentration C1(x,y) 514 

and the water infiltration rate I as shown in Eq. (5). The mass discharge to the aquifer in Model IV is 515 

computed using Fick’s law because water diffusion across the capillary fringe is assumed to occur 516 

(there is zero vertical water advection due to the impervious areas above the source). The spatially 517 

distributed mass discharge to the aquifer in Model IV is obtained by integrating over the top of the 518 

aquifer the spatially distributed water diffusion flux per unit area as shown in Eq. (7). 519 

 520 

2.8 Sequential degradation model 521 

 522 

Reactive processes were included in the models using the approach of Sun et al. (1999a, 1999b), who 523 

determined the concentrations of compounds in a degradation chain. The method is easy to implement 524 

and only the degradation rates ki and stoichiometric ratios Yi can be varied for each of the individual 525 

compounds. The sequential model is expected to be used mainly for chlorinated ethenes undergoing 526 

reductive dechlorination under anaerobic conditions (Chambon et al., 2013). In Model III and IV, we 527 

simulate spreading in the unsaturated zone using different parameters for each compound of the 528 

degradation chain. Here aerobic conditions are most likely, so exclusion of sequential degradation is a 529 

minor issue for practical purposes, and this is why we did not include sequential degradation in Models 530 

III and IV. 531 

 532 

The solution approach consists of three steps. The first step is to define a set of auxiliary variables ai for 533 

each compound of the degradation chain: 534 
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where ci is concentration of the ith compound resulting from the semi-analytical models presented 535 

above; Y is the stoichiometric molar mass ratio of sequential compounds (Mi+1/Mi) (the first element of 536 

the degradation chain has Y1=1) and k is the first-order degradation rate. The introduction of the 537 

auxiliary variables decouples the governing equations for the compounds. In the second step, the 538 

governing equations are solved for the auxiliary variables ai. The third step then determines the final 539 

concentrations according to: 540 
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 541 

2.9 Computer coding, implementation and application 542 

 543 



 

All models were implemented in MATLAB by the authors. They are currently being recoded for 544 

insertion into a single graphical user interface, which will be made available online by the Danish EPA. 545 

Model run times are instantaneous for point evaluations of Models I, II and IV, and up to tens of 546 

seconds for Models III and IV. Graphical output of the spatial variability of concentrations requires 547 

more time. Short run times are essential as the tool is intended to be used for the assessment of many 548 

thousands of sites. 549 

 550 

Model I and V are currently being used in a risk assessment framework (developed in collaboration 551 

with the Danish EPA) that aims at ranking and identifying critical contaminated sites in Denmark. In 552 

this framework, Model I and V were used to simulate thousands of sites of the national database (with 553 

more than 35,000 sites). The database includes information (including all the parameters needed to run 554 

the transport models) describing each contaminated site. In this framework, uncertainty was addressed 555 

by examining several scenarios with different parameters and model conceptualizations; and both 556 

contaminant mass discharge over a control plane and concentrations at a control point were examined 557 

to determine risk.  558 

 559 

3. Results 560 

 561 

The tool was applied to two different case studies in Denmark in order to illustrate the applicability in a 562 

preliminary risk assessment context. The model parameters used in the case studies were chosen either 563 

from literature or from site specific data and with the aim of providing conservative estimates; 564 

however, this can be difficult because some parameters are inversely correlated. For example, high 565 

groundwater velocities enhance dilution and spreading, but result in small degradation due to short 566 

travel times. It should be noted that the model parameters are uncertain because of limited data 567 

availability at the two sites, even though these two cases are very well characterized compared to the 568 

great majority of the thousands of contaminated sites in Denmark. Hence, parameter uncertainty will 569 

always be a major concern in contaminant site risk assessment applications.  570 

 571 

Sensitivity and uncertainty analysis, calibration, and validation of the models are beyond the scope of 572 

this study, because it is focused on the development of tools for an early stage risk assessment of 573 

contaminated sites. These subsequent modelling steps are part of a more detailed contaminated site 574 

analysis, where the most critical sites are to be identified and the risk re-evaluated. 575 

 576 

For each site the two most representative model conceptualizations among the five transport models are 577 

selected. Two conceptualizations are employed because both sites deal with non-aqueous phase liquids 578 

and so the source could have migrated downward to the aquifer. In this way we show how uncertainty 579 

in the transport conceptualization can be addressed.  580 

 581 

The results from the simulations are also compared with groundwater concentration data from the two 582 

sites. Objective of the comparison is only to qualitatively discuss whether a first and conservative 583 

parameter selection would actually produce a conservative estimation of aquifer contaminations useful 584 



 

for a first screening/assessment. Observation data are also sparse and so data from different years and 585 

different sampling campaigns are often combined, making comparison difficult.  586 

 587 

Results are only shown for depth averaged concentrations over a 1 m long screen, even though the 588 

models provide contaminant mass discharge as well. 589 

 590 

3.1 Case study 1. Risk assessment application of Model I and V 591 

 592 

Models I and V are applied to a contaminated site where chlorinated solvents were used at a machine 593 

factory operating in the period 1951-1989. The site description and the observation data used in the 594 

calculations are based on published site characterization reports and two scientific papers (Jørgensen, 595 

2003, 2007a and 2007b; Scheutz, 2008 and 2010). The site investigations carried out before 2003 596 

showed high concentrations of cis-dichloroethylene (cis-DCE) and its degradation product vinyl-597 

chloride (VC). The main substance that leaked from an underground storage tank was trichloroethylene 598 

(TCE). The exact period of leakage is unknown. Site investigations showed that TCE concentrations 599 

downstream of the tank were small, mainly due to its almost complete degradation to cis-DCE and VC. 600 

 601 

Figure 6 shows a sketch of the geology and contamination distribution at the site. Two scenarios are 602 

simulated with different source locations. The first uses Model I where the source is assumed to be 603 

within the saturated clay layer located above the aquifer (both vertical and horizontal transport); the 604 

second uses Model V where the source is assumed to be in contact with the aquifer (only horizontal 605 

transport) after the non-aqueous phase liquids migrated downward from the original source.  606 

 607 
Figure 6. Sketch of Case study 1. Cross section showing the geology in the groundwater flow direction, some investigation wells, 608 
the confined sandy aquifer, the water table, and an estimate of the extent of contamination (red=high; orange=medium; 609 
yellow=low concentrations). 610 
 611 

The bottom of the leaking tank is located 2 m below the ground surface, within a saturated clay layer 612 

that extends 9-12 m below terrain. Below the clay layer, a 1 m thick sandy aquifer flows with a mean 613 

100 20 30 40 50 (m)



 

annual groundwater velocity of about 126 m/y. The piezometric head in the clay is higher than in the 614 

underlying aquifer and so a vertical downward water flow is expected.  615 

 616 

The highest concentrations at the time of the site investigations were found to be 2-6 m below the 617 

leaking tank and 5-25 m away from it (there had been horizontal transport in the clay layer likely due to 618 

the presence of sand lenses). The model source area is estimated to be 30 x 10 m2 (Lx·Ly). The highest 619 

concentrations in the area of both cis-DCE (240 mg/L) and VC (25 mg/L) were found at a well with a 620 

screen depth from 6 to 7 m below terrain level and are used as model inputs (see Table 4) (The 621 

threshold concentrations of cis-DCE and VC for drinking water standards are typically on the order of 622 

few μg/L). The mean annual net infiltration in the area was estimated to be 100 mm/y. The annual 623 

contaminant mass discharge can be estimated by multiplying the source area by the annual net 624 

infiltration and the input concentration. The contaminant discharge is therefore 7.2 kg/y for cis-DCE 625 

and 0.75 kg/y for VC. Table 4 shows the model parameters that were used in the simulations.  626 

 627 
Table 4. Parameters of Case study 1. Risk assessment application of Model I (vertical and horizontal transport) and Model V 628 
(horizontal transport). 629 

Parameter Description Value Reference 

Global inputs 

Y  Stoichiometric ratio VC- DCE 0.648 a)  

I Source infiltration rate 100 mm/y Jørgensen et al. (2007b) 

Lx  Source length 30 m b)  

Ly  Source width 10 m b)  

Co DCE Concentration of DCE 240 mg/L Jørgensen et al. (2007a) 

Co VC Concentration of VC 25 mg/L Jørgensen et al. (2007a) 

Vertical transport inputs 

k_v First order degradation rate of DCE 0.00016 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

First order degradation rate of VC 0.0003 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

n_v  Porosity of clay  0.35  

αL_v  
Longitudinal dispersivity (z 

direction) 

0.1 m Vanderborght and Vereecken 

(2007) 

Z_v 
Distance between the bottom of the 
source and the top of the aquifer 

5 m  

Dw_v  
Free diffusion coefficient in water 

of DCE 

1.13∙10-9 

m2/sec 
US EPA (1996) 

Horizontal transport inputs 

IR Groundwater recharge 100 mm/y c)   

B Thickness of the aquifer 1 m d)  

u  Groundwater velocity 126 m/y e)  

k  
First order degradation rate of DCE 0.00016 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

First order degradation rate of VC 0.0003 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

n  Porosity of sand 0.25  

αL  Longitudinal dispersivity (x) 1 m f)  

αT  Transversal dispersivity (y) 0.01 m f)  

αV  Vertical dispersivity (z) 0.005 m f)  
a) Ratio of molar masses: YVC-DCE = (62.5 g/mol) / (96.4 g/mol) 
b) Assessed from soil and water concentrations found from site descriptions in Jørgensen et al. 

(2007a; 2007b) 
c) Assumed to be the same as I 
d) Assessed from site descriptions in Jørgensen et al. (2007a; 2007b) 
e) Assessed from site description in Jørgensen et al. (2007a; 2007b) using Darcy’s Law 
f) Chosen from an interval found from a literature review (Chiang et al., 1989; Mallants et al., 2000; 



 

Rivett et al., 1994; Robertson et al, 1991; Rotaru et al., 2014; Schulze-Makuch, 2005). Intervals are: 

αL 0,2-1 m, αT 0,0025-0,3 m, and αV 0,008-0,01 m. 

 630 

 631 
 632 

 633 

Figure 7. cis-DCE and VC model results for case study 1. (a) Vertical model results and observed aqueous phase concentrations in 634 
the clay layer overlying the aquifer at 11.5 m depth. (b) 3D and 2D horizontal model results and observed aqueous phase 635 
concentrations in the aquifer. The simulated source area is located between –Lx and 0 m of the x axis.  636 
 637 

Figure 7a shows the vertical model results and the observed concentrations. The observed 638 

concentrations measured between the surface and the top of the aquifer (11.5 mbs), include both pore 639 

water and soil phase concentrations. The solid phase concentrations were converted into aqueous phase 640 

concentrations using partitioning coefficients Kd (determined by laboratory experiments with sediments 641 

from the site) of 0.78 kg/L for cis-DCE and 0.29 kg/L for VC (Lu et al., 2011). The contaminant source 642 

in Model I was assumed to be located at 6.5 m below terrain level (in correspondence to the level at 643 

which maximum concentrations were observed) and in Model V at the top of the aquifer. The simulated 644 

cis-DCE concentrations are shown to decrease with depth from the source. The decreasing cis-DCE 645 

simulated concentration patterns are qualitatively similar to the observations, but the simulated 646 

concentrations are significantly higher. This is because the model input concentration was based on the 647 

highest cis-DCE observed concentration (a value of 240 mg/L, well above all other observations).  648 
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The simulated VC concentrations are shown to initially increase and then decrease downstream of the 649 

source. The modelled increase in VC with depth is due to the degradation of cis-DCE into VC. The VC 650 

simulated concentration patterns and values do not match the observations, the latter being significantly 651 

lower, because the model input concentration is based on the highest observed VC concentration (25 652 

mg/L), again significantly larger than all other observations values.  653 

Figure 7b shows the horizontal model results and the observed data. The simulated concentrations are 654 

mean values over a well screen of 1 m length (the aquifer is 1 m thick) located at the centerline of the 655 

plume. Both the 2D and 3D horizontal transport model results are shown and the model determining the 656 

highest concentrations would typically be chosen for risk assessment purposes. Both the observed and 657 

simulated concentrations of cis-DCE and VC in the aquifer show similar patterns for both models: the 658 

observed concentrations show a peak below the source area (between –Lx and 0 of the x axis), and then 659 

a decrease with increasing distance downstream in the aquifer; the 3D models shows a decreasing 660 

pattern downstream the source, while the 2D models provides an almost constant concentration. The 661 

relatively constant concentration predicted by the 2D model is due to degradation being small because 662 

of the high groundwater velocity and the low degradation coefficients, combined with the fact that the 663 

aquifer is thin and transverse and vertical dispersivities do not have a significant effect. The 2D models 664 

of VC shows a trend of increasing concentration with distance that is due to degradation of cis-DCE 665 

into VC. The 3D model assumes an infinite aquifer in the vertical, so that the contaminant can spread 666 

without limitation in the z-direction. Instead, the 2D model assumes that there is a no flux boundary at 667 

the bottom of the aquifer and that concentrations are uniformly mixed over the full thickness. Model I 668 

and V show similar trends, but the concentrations immediately downstream the source are different due 669 

to the different source locations. It is interesting to note that Model I (vertical and horizontal transport) 670 

shows higher concentrations of VC compared to Model V (only horizontal transport); this occurs 671 

because the inclusion of vertical transport allows more time for cis-DCE to degrade into VC. 672 

The placement of the uniformly distributed source area is uncertain in the x direction and the data 673 

suggests that the source could be shifted few tens of meters upstream or that the concentration in the 674 

source area might not be uniform. This uncertainty of source location is not modelled in this case study, 675 

but may explain some deviations between modelled and observed trends. 676 

 677 

3.2 Case study 2. Risk assessment application of Model III and V 678 

 679 

Models III and V are applied to a contaminated site where a dry-cleaning shop using chlorinated 680 

solvents operated in the period 1963-1998. PCE was used in the period 1980-1998, and other solvents 681 

may have been used before 1980. The description of the site and the observation data used in the 682 

calculations are based on published and unpublished site characterization reports and scientific papers 683 

(Københavns Amt, 2000, 2001a, 2001b; Christensen et al., 2002). The site investigations that were 684 

carried out in 1997-2001 showed high concentrations of PCE and TCE.  685 

 686 

Figure 8 shows a sketch of the site geology and contaminant distribution. Two scenarios are simulated: 687 

the first one uses Model III as the source is assumed to be within the unsaturated sand layer above the 688 

aquifer (both vertical and horizontal transport); the second uses Model V as the source is assumed to be 689 



 

in contact with the aquifer (only horizontal transport) after the non-aqueous phase liquids migrated 690 

downward from the original source. 691 

 692 

 693 
Figure 8. Sketch of Case study 2. Cross section showing the geology, the dry-cleaning shop, some investigation wells, the 694 
unconfined aquifer and the results of a previous study of the contaminant spreading (concentrations: violet=clay layer; 695 
red=unsaturated sand layer; green=aquifer). Figure from Københavns Amt (2000). Concentrations are shown in μg/L.  696 
 697 

The main origin of the spill is likely to be a sewer manhole located just outside the dry-cleaning shop. 698 

The spill occurred within an unsaturated clay layer that extends down to about a depth of 5 m. A 16 m 699 

thick unsaturated sandy layer (down to -21 m) is located below the clay layer. The groundwater 700 

pollution is assessed for a 9 m thick unconfined sandy aquifer below the unsaturated sand, with a 701 

groundwater flow that significantly varies in both velocity and flow direction throughout the year. The 702 

mean annual groundwater velocity used in this case study is 35 m/y (direction north-west) and the 703 

annual infiltration rate is 161 mm/y based on the water resource model of Denmark (Højberg et al., 704 

2015).  705 

 706 

The area with the highest PCE concentrations (588 μg/L) at the time of the site investigations was 707 

found at approximately 10-11 m below surface in the unsaturated sandy layer. The area with the highest 708 

TCE concentrations (530 μg/L) was found 29-30 m below surface, close to the bottom of the 709 

unconfined sandy aquifer and approximately 20 m away (south-west) of the shop. The contaminant 710 

source area for Model III is estimated to be 25 x 15 m2 (Lx·Ly), assumed to be equal for both PCE and 711 

TCE even though the location of the PCE source area can be assumed to be 10.5 m below surface (in 712 

correspondence with the location of the highest concentration measurement) and the location of the 713 

TCE source area is right above the groundwater table. The simulated annual contaminant mass 714 

East
West

Dry cleanerAltitude [m]

[m]



 

discharge from the source (calculated by multiplying the source area by the annual infiltration rate and 715 

the input concentration) is 36 g/y of PCE and 32 g/y of TCE.  716 

 717 

Table 5 shows the model parameters. Note that only PCE parameters are defined for the vertical 718 

transport model since the TCE source was assumed to be at the top of the aquifer. 719 

 720 
Table 5. Parameters of Case study 2. Risk assessment application of Model III and V. 721 
Parameter Description Value Reference 

Source inputs 

Y  Stoichiometric ratio TCE- PCE  0.79 a)  

I Source infiltration rate 161 mm/y Højberg et al. (2015) 

Lx  Source length 25 m b)  

Ly  Source width 15 m b)  

Co PCE Concentration of PCE 588 μg/L Københavns Amt, (2001a and b) 

Co TCE Concentration of TCE 530 μg/L Københavns Amt, (2001a and b) 

Vertical transport inputs 

k_v First order degradation rate of PCE (aerobic) 0.0 day-1  

n_v  Porosity of sand 0.25  

θw_v  Water content 0.10 Christensen et al. (2002) 

αL_v  Longitudinal dispersivity (z direction) 0.1 m Vanderborght & Vereecken (2007) 

αT_v Transversal dispersivity (z direction) 0.01 m Troldborg et al. (2009) 

Z_v 
Distance between the bottom of the source 
and the top of the aquifer 

10 m  

Da_v  Free diffusion coefficient in air of PCE 6.38∙10-6 m2/sec Lugg, G.A. (1968) 

KH_v  Dimensionless Henry’s law constant of PCE 0.75 Troldborg et al. (2009) 

Horizontal transport inputs 

IGW Groundwater recharge 161 mm/y c)  

B  Thickness of the aquifer 9 m  

u  Groundwater velocity 35 m/y Højberg et al. (2015) 

k  

First order degradation rate of PCE 

(anaerobic) 

0.00068 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

First order degradation rate of TCE 

(anaerobic) 

0.0001 day-1 Wiedemeier et al. (1997) 

n  Porosity of sand 0.25  

αL  Longitudinal dispersivity (x) 1 m d)  

αT  Transversal dispersivity (y) 0.01 m d)  

αV  Vertical dispersivity (z) 0.005 m d)  
a) Ratio of molar masses: YTCE-PCE = (131.4 g/mol) / (165.8 g/mol) 
b) Assessed from the site descriptions in Københavns Amt (2001a; 2001b) and Christensen et al. (2002)   
c) Assumed to be the same as I. It is recommended (see Section 2) that I=IR in Model III 
d) Chosen from an interval found from a literature review (Chiang et al., 1989; Mallants et al., 2000; Rivett et al., 

1994; Robertson et al, 1991; Rotaru et al., 2014; Schulze-Makuch, 2005). Intervals are: αL 0,2-1 m, αT 0,0025-0,3 

m, and αV 0,008-0,01 m. 

 722 

 723 



 

 724 
Figure 9. PCE and TCE model results of the Model III and V applications to the Case study 2. (a) Vertical model results and 725 
observed aqueous phase concentrations in the unsaturated sand layer where there is vertical downward transport up to the top of 726 
the aquifer at approximately 21 m below surface. TCE simulation results are not shown, as the source is assumed to be at the top 727 
of the aquifer. (b) 3D horizontal model results and observed aqueous phase concentrations in the aquifer along the flow direction. 728 
The simulated source area is located between –Lx and 0 m of the x axis. 729 
  730 

Figure 9 shows the simulation results and the observed aqueous phase concentrations at the Case study 731 

2 site. Figure 9a shows the vertical model results and the observed concentrations. The observed 732 

concentrations in the unsaturated sand above the aquifer (located at 20.5 mbs), include both pore water 733 

and gaseous concentrations. The gaseous concentrations were converted into aqueous phase 734 

concentrations using the dimensionless Henry’s law constants of 0.8 for PCE and 0.27 for TCE. The 735 

simulated PCE concentrations are shown to decrease with depth from the source. Both the simulated 736 

PCE concentration values and the decreasing concentration patterns are qualitatively in agreement with 737 

the observations. The TCE vertical transport model results are not shown, as the source was assumed to 738 

be at the top of the aquifer, so that only transport within the aquifer was simulated. 739 

 740 

Figure 9b shows the horizontal model results and the observation data. The simulated concentrations 741 

are mean concentrations over a well screen of 1 m length located at the depth of maximum 742 

concentration. Only the 3D model results are shown since the 2D model resulted in significantly lower 743 

concentrations because it assumes that the contaminant is uniformly distributed over the 9 m thick 744 

aquifer. Both the observed and simulated concentrations of PCE and TCE in the aquifer (Figure 9b) 745 

show similar trends.  746 
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The simulated concentrations seem to be shifted horizontally 15-25 m in the x-direction compared to 748 

the observations. This means that the location of the simulated source might not be correct: the data 749 

suggests that it could be 15-25 m further downstream. However, conceptualization of the source 750 

location is not easy as the highest concentrations of PCE in the aquifer were found 10 m north-east of 751 

the dry-cleaning shop and the highest concentrations of PCE were found 20 m south-east. The 752 

decreasing trend of the observed concentrations is more pronounced compared to model results. This 753 

can be due to an underestimation of the simulated dispersion and degradation processes, and also the 754 

fact that the groundwater flow direction changes significantly throughout the year (different field 755 

campaigns show opposite flow directions), which might hinder the plume from travelling further from 756 

the source.  757 

 758 

The simulated concentration in the aquifer is larger than the observed concentration for distances 759 

greater than 20 m downstream the source. The model overestimates aquifer concentrations as desired in 760 

risk assessment applications. 761 

 762 

3.3 Discussion 763 

 764 

The validity of risk assessment models is generally difficult to document because of the lack of 765 

appropriate observed data for comparison (Chambon et al., 2011). Although the measured field data did 766 

not fit well with the simulations, the model provides a first conservative estimate of contaminant 767 

concentrations in the aquifers affected by contaminated sites. Such estimates are valuable for risk 768 

assessment applications where thousands of sites must be assessed on the basis of poor data. Risk 769 

assessment applications are typically hampered by data limitations and input parameter uncertainties, 770 

and therefore they typically rely on simplified analytical models, with only the main transport 771 

processes, few model parameters, and conservative assumptions. These models are useful for an initial 772 

assessment of contaminant risk, for sensitivity and uncertainty analysis to determine the dominant 773 

transport processes involved, for scenario analysis, and for validating numerical solutions. A greater 774 

modeling effort (i.e. using numerical models) is not likely to provide more reliable results due to the 775 

scarcity of specific site data. An unrealistic amount of resources would be required to acquire the 776 

needed data for the thousands of sites which must be assessed. 777 

 778 

The model outputs of risk assessment applications should be analyzed within the context of uncertainty 779 

of the model inputs, data limitation and the often necessary use of standard values from literature. 780 

Parameters typically vary significantly between different contaminated sites and within the same site. 781 

Some parameters can vary by several orders of magnitude, i.e. the degradation rates of a compound (Xu 782 

and Eckstein,1995; Troldborg et al., 2009; Verginelli and Baciocchi, 2013). The local groundwater 783 

velocity and flow direction can vary depending on seasonal recharge patterns or water abstraction from 784 

neighboring wells. Source zone contaminant mass discharge estimates can vary up to an order of 785 

magnitude for well characterized sites depending on the methods chosen, and can vary even more when 786 

data are scarce (Troldborg et al., 2012; Saha, et al., 2013). Dispersivity values in aquifers can also vary 787 

up to an order of magnitude and they are also dependent on the spatial scale of the processes (Gelhar et 788 



 

al., 1992; Schulze-Makuch, 2005). Dispersivity values in unsaturated and saturated zones are highly 789 

uncertain and few literature values are available (Vanderborght and Vereecken, 2007).  790 

 791 

4. Conclusions 792 

 793 

In this work, we examined tens of thousands of contaminated sites in Denmark and developed a tool 794 

consisting of five different semi-analytical contaminant transport models to provide conservative 795 

estimations of contaminant concentrations and mass discharge in aquifers downstream contaminated 796 

sites. The models provide conservative estimations that are useful for regulatory use when a large 797 

number of contaminated sites are to be assessed with limited data on geology, field observations, and 798 

with high parameter uncertainties. For instance the models can be used for ranking all the sites at 799 

national scale to then select those where resources should be allocated in the future for a further 800 

detailed assessment. The ensemble of the five different models is able to simulate typical scenarios 801 

encountered at contaminated sites; particularly, different source geometries with varying contaminant 802 

mass discharge, saturated/unsaturated zones with different geologies and volatile/non-volatile 803 

compounds. The comparison with observed data at two selected sites showed that the models can 804 

simulate the main trends and provide valuable information to assess the risk posed by contaminant 805 

sources to groundwater; particularly, the peak concentration, contaminant mass discharge and plume 806 

distribution at the point of compliance. In contrast, existing models struggle to adapt to such variety of 807 

practical conditions and might not provide all the outputs considered relevant for risk assessment. 808 

Finally, the models can also be used to predict the location of the center of the contaminant plume. This 809 

can be useful to determine sampling locations in monitoring campaigns that can support more advanced 810 

numerical models and implementation of remediation strategies. The models have recently been 811 

implemented by the Danish EPA as part of a national risk assessment framework. 812 
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